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Abstract Spatial cognition studies have described two main cognitive strategies involved in the memorization of traveled paths in human navigation. One of these strategies uses the action-based memory (egocentric) of the traveled route or paths, which involves kinesthetic memory, optic Xow, and episodic memory, whereas the other strategy privileges a survey memory of cartographic type (allocentric). Most studies have dealt with these two strategies separately, but none has tried to show the interaction between them in spite of the fact that we commonly use a map to imagine our journey and then proceed using egocentric navigation. An interesting question is therefore: how does prior allocentric knowledge of the environment aVect the egocentric, purely kinesthetic navigation processes involved in human navigation? We designed an experiment in which blindfolded subjects had Wrst to walk and memorize a path with kinesthetic cues only. They had previously been shown a map of the path, which was either correct or distorted (consistent shrinking or growing). The latter transformations were studied in order to observe what inXuence a distorted prior knowledge could have on spatial mechanisms. After having completed the Wrst learning travel along the path, they had to perform several spatial tasks during the testing phase: (1) pointing towards the origin and (2) to speciWc points encountered along the path, (3) a free locomotor reproduction, and (4) a drawing of the memorized
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path. The results showed that prior cartographic knowledge inXuences the paths drawn and the spatial inference capacity, whereas neither locomotor reproduction nor spatial updating was disturbed. Our results strongly support the notion that (1) there are two independent neural bases underlying these mechanisms: a map-like representation allowing allocentric spatial inferences, and a kinesthetic memory of self-motion in space; and (2) a common use of, or a switching between, these two strategies is possible. Nevertheless, allocentric representations can emerge from the experience of kinesthetic cues alone. Keywords Spatial memory · Kinesthesia · Prior knowledge · Allocentric · Egocentric · Path integration



Introduction In daily life, guiding ourselves in order to reach a speciWc location requires a certain amount of spatial knowledge of the environment, which can be acquired through experience. At the perceptual level, redundant information provided by the diVerent sensory receptors and corollary information about motor commands is integrated in order to create a robust estimation of our self-motion (for a review, see Berthoz and Viaud-Delmon 1999; Durgin et al. 2005). Some of this information is external (optic Xow, auditory cues, etc.). The kinesthetic cues, however, have an internal origin nature and are generated by our body movements. Several sensors provide these kinesthetic cues among which the vestibular system, muscle receptors and eVerent copies of the motor commands. To solve spatial navigation tasks, we usually have to integrate all of this information in order to produce a context-adapted locomotor action. The
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purpose of this study is to show how kinesthetic cues can be used to solve some spatial tasks, and how this knowledge can be combined with a prior survey knowledge of the environment to be tested. Most navigation tasks make extensive use of kinesthetic cues. When subjects are asked to walk blindfolded towards a previously seen object placed a few meters away, they reach the location with great accuracy (Thomson 1983). The precision observed for this task is modulated by the delay between the learning and the testing phase (Elliott 1986; Thomson 1986; Elliott 1987). Furthermore, in total darkness, subjects can Wnd the location of an object or a place in space and generate an adequate locomotor pattern to reach it (Glasauer et al. 1994). This ability requires that both the orientation and location of the body in space are updated during the self-motion activity, based on kinesthetic cues alone. A more complex classical task found in the literature consists of presenting subjects with multi-segmented outbound paths (such as triangles, successions of segments or circles), and then asking them either to reproduce the shape of these paths by walking blindfolded or to return to the initial position (Loomis et al. 1993; Amorim et al. 1997; Takei et al. 1997; Klatzky 1999; Avraamides et al. 2004). Subjects make large errors when they were asked to return to the origin using the same path they just traveled, but produced few errors in the reproduction of the shape. Furthermore, a dissociation was found between the coding of distance and direction (Glasauer et al. 1994; Takei et al. 1997). Work on patients with vestibular lesions has shown that the vestibular system contributes heavily to the computation of heading directions, whereas in such conditions this system does not seem to be required to reproduce distances, the proprioceptive system or corollary discharge mechanisms contributing to the coding of distances. Humans need to integrate kinesthetic cues in order to update spatial information correctly (Klatzky et al. 1990; Loomis et al. 1993, 2001). A study has recently shown evidence for Bayesian fusion of vestibular, optokinetic, podokinetic and cognitive information in the perception of self-motion rotation angles without landmarks (Jurgens and Becker 2006). Two strategies can be used during blind locomotion to update the location and orientation of an object (Amorim et al. 1997). The Wrst strategy consists of the continuous updating of the location and orientation of the target during locomotion. The second relies on the construction of a mental representation of the path built during locomotion using path integration mechanisms, followed by a spatial inference of the new location and orientation of the target performed at the end of the path. When subjects updated the location continuously, the walking speed was slower and the response times shorter
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than when subjects inferred the location and orientation after locomotion. More generally, two navigation strategies in order to perform way-Wnding tasks in our environment have been described, both based on distinct underlying representations: (a) Route strategy consists in remembering associations along the path of actions and landmarks or episodes, these actions usually involving the motion of the observer, such as “turning right after the bakery” (called topo-kinesthetic in Berthoz 1997). This strategy relies on intrinsically egocentric representations of the environment. (b) Survey strategy is based on a map-like representation of space, and once available it allows new trajectories and shortcuts in the environment to be inferred. Since it requires map-like knowledge, this strategy relies on intrinsically allocentric representations. These two strategies involve partly overlapping but also diVerent neural networks, which have been identiWed by functional MRI (Ghaem et al. 1997; Mellet et al. 2000; Committeri et al. 2004). Moreover, Shelton and McNamara (2004) found that the reference frame used when performing spatial tasks in a learned environment is highly dependent on the conditions in which the spatial knowledge was acquired. In line with these Wndings, one can expect that when subjects learned a map of the trajectory, they should perform better at spatial problems in an allocentric reference frame, such as Wnding shortcuts, than subjects who learned the trajectory in an egocentric Wrst person perspective. Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth (1982) proposed a Euclidean model of large-scale distance estimation. They assumed that spatial knowledge could be acquired with free exploration as well as with a map of the place. Nevertheless, results of this study showed that with moderate exposure of the place, map learning is superior for judgments of relative location and straight-line distances among objects. When exposure to the place gets longer, the diVerence between map learning and free exploration learning vanishes. An interesting question is therefore to what extent prior knowledge can either help or indeed interfere with spatial tasks. In path integration tasks, such as homing tasks, when subjects are asked to return to the origin in total darkness, prior visual knowledge of the environment improves performance both when the whole trajectory is shown or only decision points (such as turnings, and origin and end positions). In contrast, when the trajectory was shown only at intermediate locations no improvement of performance was observed (Philbeck et al. 2001). Vieilledent et al. (2003) showed that the way knowledge about a path is acquired aVects the performance of locomotor
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reproduction. Reproduction performance was better when the visible trajectory on the ground was learned by a mental simulation or by a real walk along the path than when turns only were simulated or when subjects just looked at the path. Gaunet et al. (2001) also investigated the eVect of active, passive and snapshot exploration on the spatial memory of a virtual city tested with scene recognition, spatial reorientation towards the origin from the end of the path, and drawing the traveled path. The authors showed that performance varied according to the type of visual exploration. However, only few studies have investigated the inXuence of map-derived prior knowledge on diVerent spatial tasks (requiring locomotor learning of a traveled path or visual memory of the presented map). As far as we are aware, most previous studies gave prior knowledge by presenting the real path visually. The advantage of the map is that it can be modiWed in order to introduce a conXict between the actual path and the map. In real navigation, people do not generally see the whole real trajectory at a glance. Having a map before navigation can greatly contribute to navigational tasks; for instance, we often use maps to prepare a walk through an unknown city or when hiking in the mountains. Such prior knowledge could allow subjects to identify the trajectory that they are traveling along and to reproduce it. When the priming is wrong or if it conXicts with the real path, this could potentially have consequences for the memorization of the trajectory. The purpose of our study was to investigate the interactions between knowledge given by a map and knowledge relying on the egocentric updating of speciWc spatial locations. Our hypothesis was that prior knowledge given by map should inXuence the path integration mechanisms and the constructed representations of space. In our experiment, subjects had to learn, blindfolded, trajectories in the environment (egocentric learning), and could previously have been shown a survey map of the path (allocentric representation). The map presented to subjects before they traveled the path could be either the correct one or one with extended or narrowed turning angles as compared to the physical path. Introducing a conXict between the presented map and the physically learned path allowed us to distinguish the information on which a subject’s strategy relied to perform each of the studied tasks. Thus, if for a given task subjects relied only on the conXicting map presented previously, we would expect to see their performance biased by the map and not correspond to the actual physical path. In contrast, if they relied only on their perception when they walked along the physical path, they should perform accurately in the physical path reference frame, independently of the pre-cuing map. We might also observe a shift between these two strategies or a mixed
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performance, indicating that subjects combined the two diVerent strategies. To our knowledge, this is the Wrst study to test the inXuence of prior allocentric knowledge on the integration mechanisms engaged during locomotion and the emergence of spatial representations.



Materials and methods Subjects Eighteen healthy subjects aged from 20 to 26 years, mostly students, took part in the experiment (12 males and 6 females). All participants were right-handed and had no known vestibular disorder or darkness phobia. All participants gave their written consent before starting and were informed that they could interrupt the experiment whenever they wanted. Apparatus Motion capture We used the optoelectronic system VICON V8 coupling 24 cameras at 120 Hz, capable of capturing the position of several tens of markers reXecting the infrared lights of the cameras on a 4 m £ 8 m surface (precision of between 2 and 5 mm per marker, depending on their position). Subjects wore special equipment with 35 reXective markers. The precise localization of subjects within the room could be measured with a marker placed on the top of their heads. Testing environment The walking environment was a large room 15 m in length and 10 m wide in which the testing environment was placed. It was composed of posts 110 cm in height. These posts were connected with straps 3 cm wide, which together created the desired experimental geometrical paths (square, hexagon or octagon). To prevent subjects evaluating the angles at the junctions between two straps, metallic discs (40 cm in diameter) were placed on top of each post. A wheelchair was used for the displacement of subject between tasks and to disorientate them. For the pointing task, a plastic gun with three markers was used. In our experiment, subjects remained blindfolded at all times in the experimental room to prevent them from obtaining any visual information about the environment. Throughout the experiment, they wore special equipment with the markers used for motion capture: 14 markers were placed on the joints (ankles, elbows, shoulders, wrists, knees and hips) and 21 markers for asymmetry (head, trunk, legs and arms).
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Data recording Acquisition was carried out using a VICON workstation and data analysis was performed using VICON IQ v.2.5 software. Several measures were computed, such as pointing angles and the trajectories during free reproduction. Protocol Every subject was tested on three diVerent physical paths (square, hexagon and octagon) in four diVerent prior map conditions (correct, narrowed angles, extended angles, and no map presented). The 12 trials resulting from the combinations of path and condition were each tested only once and were presented in a balanced order. For each trial, the learning phase consisted of seeing a map of the path presented outside the experimental room, then twice walking the path blindfolded and guided by the handrail (see Fig. 1). Subjects were stopped by the experimenter at the end of the path. Prior to each learning walking round, a map was presented in three conditions out of four (see Fig. 2), and the Wrst segment of the walked paths was always aligned with that of the presented map. Subjects were told that the map was a schematic representation of the path and that the map might contain errors. During each trial, subjects had to perform four diVerent tasks: during the second walk of the path, subjects did several successive pointings along the path towards the origin and the middle of the previous leg that was indicated by a tactile landmark (see Fig. 1), after the second walk of the path, they did an unguided blindfolded free locomotor reproduction, and they drew a sketch of the traveled path.



Fig. 2 Maps presented to subjects before traveling the paths according to the four conditions (correct, narrowed, extended, and no map) and the three geometrical trajectories studied



Subjects were always disoriented by means of a wheelchair between each traveled path, and they were never informed of the experimental condition they were going to be tested on. They never saw the experimental room or the experimental set-up, in order to avoid any inXuence from visual knowledge of the environment. Data analysis Pointing task



Fig. 1 Set-up of the experiment. Subjects wore special clothing equipped with markers for motion capture, and traveled a path by following a handrail. A plastic gun was used for the pointing tasks. Physical paths could be a square, a hexagon or an octagon. When subjects reached the middle of each side of the path, they had to stop and point both towards the previous landmark position (middle point of previous leg) and then towards the origin
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Results of the pointing task were processed in order to compare the produced angles with the correct angles of the physical path and with the angles of the presented map. All angles were computed in the physical path reference frame. Then, the angular diVerence between the recorded pointing vector and the real vector in the physical path was computed. This diVerence, which we called the “path-referred error”, was the error made by subjects in the physical path (a zero value means that the angle produced by the subject was precisely the same as the physical angle). We also calculated in the same manner the “expected map error”, which corresponded to the expected path-referred error if subjects were pointing exactly according to the map geometrical conWguration. This “expected map error” allowed estimating the inXuence of the map representation on subjects’ pointing performance. If errors produced were close
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to 0°, we assumed that subjects pointed relying mostly on the physical path, whereas if errors were closer to the “expected map error”, we assumed that the map knowledge guided their pointings.
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general, since only angles were manipulated, distances were not analyzed. Statistics were done using repeated measures ANOVA and Tukey post hoc tests. Sketches drawn



Sketches drawn Drawings were classiWed into three distinct categories: “map-based” when drawings had similar characteristics (angle values and number of segments) to the presented map; “path-based” when they corresponded to the actual physical path; and “other” when they did not belong to either of the Wrst two categories (diVerent values for angles or number of segments). In the correct map condition, it is not possible to distinguish between map-based and pathbased reproductions; we therefore created an additional category, “map- or path-based”, when the sketch was correct. In order to classify drawings, we asked subjects to place symbols on each angle of the drawing when they drew angles with the same value. The sketch’s classiWcation was done by two assistants blind with respect to the goal of the study and one author (ML), using the following rules. Sketches were classiWed as “path-based” or “map- or pathbased” for congruent conditions when it had regular angles, a closed shape, and the correct number of segments without overlapping segments. When sketches showed the correct number of segments but with overlapping segments (see Fig. 2), or when the shape was not closed, we classiWed it as “map-based”. When the drawing did not correspond to either of the Wrst two categories, we classiWed it as “other”. Both assistants and author’s classiWcations led to the same categories for all the sketches. Free locomotor reproduction Analysis of the free locomotor reproduction enabled us to compare the physically reproduced angles with the real angles of the learned path. Subjects were instructed to stop before and after turning, which allowed us to determine the beginning and the end of the reproduced path segments. We then calculated each angle of the reproduced path and the diVerence between this angle and the corresponding angle of the physically learned path, in order to have a quantitative measure of the subjects’ angle reproduction accuracy.



Results Some of the studied tasks were aVected by map pre-cuing and the others were not. We chose to present results according to this inXuence, starting with the sketches drawn and the pointings towards the origin that were aVected by the maps, and then the tasks that were performed independently. In



Figure 4 shows the distribution of sketches according to the prior condition. When no map was presented, 64.8% of subjects drew the real conWguration. The remaining 35.2% fell into the category “other”. When the presented map was correct, 92.6% of subjects drew a map- or path-based sketch (we could not distinguish between the two in this condition), and only 7.4% drew “other” sketches. When an extended map had been presented, 59.2% of subjects drew a “mapbased” sketch of the path, 18.5% drew a “path-based” sketch and 22.2% drew “other” sketches (see Fig. 4). When a narrowed map had been presented, 64.8% of subjects drew a map-based sketch, 22.2% drew a pathbased sketch, and 12.9% drew “other” sketches. Maps clearly inXuenced the paths drawn [F(3.51) = 75.81, P < 0.001]. Post hoc tests showed diVerences between “extended map” condition versus “true map” condition (P < 0.01), “extended map” condition versus “without map” condition (P < 0.001), “narrowed map” condition versus “true map” condition (P < 0.002), and “narrowed map” condition versus “without map” condition (P < 0.001). No diVerences between “narrowed map” condition versus “extended map” condition were found regarding the classiWcation of drawings (in a large majority of cases, subjects drew the map they had been presented with). Pointing towards the origin When no map was presented or when the correct map was presented, performance was in average very precise (with, respectively, ¡0.6° and 0.5° of error). Nevertheless, as shown in Fig. 3, the distorted maps clearly inXuenced the pointing towards the origin [F(3.45) = 32.27; P < 0.001]. Post hoc tests showed diVerences between “extended map” condition versus “true map” condition (P < 0.001), “extended map” condition versus “without map” condition (P < 0.001), “narrowed map” condition versus “true map” condition (P < 0.001), “narrowed map” condition versus “extended map” condition (P < 0.001) and “narrowed map” condition versus “without map” condition (P < 0.001). Path-referred errors for pointings were quite large when the presented map did not correspond to the physical path (extended maps: 19.5°; narrowed maps: ¡22°). The observed path-referred errors followed the angular distortion that had been introduced into the presented map. This means, for instance, that when the presented map was extended, subjects produced overshoot angles. No signiWcant diVerence between paths was observed.
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Pointings towards the departure and towards the previous landmark 35 Origin Expected map error Previous landmark



25



Path-referred error (º)



Fig. 3 General results of the pointing task. Errors in the real environment are represented among conditions (1 SD). Pointings towards the origin are plotted in white and pointings towards the previous landmark are plotted in dark gray for the recorded data. The expected map errors corresponding to the expected errors if pointings were based on maps alone, are plotted in light-gray
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Pointing towards the previous landmark When no map was presented in this task, we observed an underestimation of ¡2.4° for pointing towards the previous landmark in the path reference frame. Path-referred errors for pointings towards the previous landmark were quite



Fig. 4 Percentage of map types drawn by the subjects according to the experimental conditions
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small in all map conditions (see Figs. 3, 5) (extended maps: 1.2°; correct maps: ¡1.2°; narrowed maps: ¡3.4°). This task was not inXuenced by the pre-cuing: we observed no signiWcant diVerence between conditions for pointing towards the previous landmark. No signiWcant diVerence between paths was observed.
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Fig. 5 Results of the pointing task towards the origin. Errors are shown in degrees in the real environment across conditions and pointings. Dashed lines indicate expected map errors if pointings were made only with the presented map; the other lines are the recorded data. Squares indicate extended maps condition and triangles indicates narrowed maps condition



Free locomotor reproduction There was no signiWcant eVect of either the geometrical path or the prior map condition on angle reproduction in the free locomotor reproduction task (see Fig. 6). Subjects produced good angle values in the path reference frame for this task (mean angular error across conditions: ¡10.01° § 11.3 SD), and the pre-cuing never inXuenced angle reproduction.



Discussion Sketches The inXuence of prior knowledge (presentation of a precuing map) upon the capacity to draw a map of the traveled path was shown by the sketches that subjects drew after each traveled path. Without pre-cuing, most subjects were able to produce a correct map representation of the traveled route, as shown by the good performance in the condition where no map was presented (64.8% of sketches represented the traveled path). When the presented map was consistent with the traveled path, we could not distinguish between sketches drawn based on the map and sketches drawn based on the traveled path, since both strategies would result in the same correct shape. Therefore, it is not surprising that in this condition most subjects drew the correct shape. However, in conditions where the pre-cuing maps were distorted, subjects produced sketches of the traveled path that were mostly based on the pre-cuing map rather than on the traveled path. This suggests that, in the particular condition where subjects were presented with the real map, they may also have drawn their sketches based on the pre-cuing map rather than on the remembered traveled path.



These results indicate that subjects were strongly inXuenced by the pre-cuing map. To go further in the analysis, we wanted to see whether modulation of the distortion of the pre-cuing map could inXuence the performance and whether subjects consciously perceived the discrepancy. The percentage of turn angle distortion of the presented map depended on the shape of the traveled path and the condition. For instance, the “square” path (90° turn angles) was the most distorted shape in the narrowed condition, since we used a triangle (120° turn angles) as the narrowed map, which corresponds to a distortion of 30° or +33% deformation. In the extended condition, the square was represented by a pentagon (72° turn angles) lacking one segment, corresponding to a distortion of 18° or ¡20% deformation (see Fig. 2). Interestingly, the discrepancy between the pre-cuing map and the traveled route was not consciously perceived by the subjects, as they did not report anything during the experiment. Our hypothesis was that a large discrepancy in the angles between the pre-cuing map and the traveled path would be noticed by subjects more easily than a small one. We believe that if subjects had consciously noticed this discrepancy, they would have relied solely on their physical kinesthetic feelings in order to accomplish the tasks. However, this was not the case; we did not observe any diVerence in performance between shapes within conditions. This indicates that subjects did not notice the angular diVerence between the map and the actual path they traveled, even if the angles of the physical path and the presented map were very diVerent (e.g., if the physical path was a square and the pre-cuing map was a triangle). Furthermore, subjects were asked to draw the traveled path and when available, they drew in a large majority the map (see Fig. 4), which indicates that they mostly believed that the map and the path were consistent. A similar unconscious
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Fig. 6 Free locomotor reproduction trials. Black lines are the subjects’ trajectories; dashed lines are the physical path



processing for a conXict between visual and kinesthetic cues has been found for navigation in a virtual corridor, as if the brain could deal with the conXict without bringing the problem to consciousness (Lambrey and Berthoz 2003). These observations show that when subjects had prior visual information their pictorial representation of the path was driven by the visually presented map rather than by their kinesthetic perception. Nevertheless, if no map was provided, subjects could build a spatial representation based on the integration of proprioceptive and somatosensory cues. It is not surprising that subjects preferably drew the pre-cuing map, because it is cognitively easier to memorize a visual snapshot of a path than to construct a representation following a continuous integration of our self-motion perception, which is prone to cumulative error, or to adopt any other strategy (see Amorim et al. 1997). Even if vision can have a major inXuence in such tasks, good results in the condition where no map was presented suggest that kinesthetic cues can provide adequate information to construct a spatial representation of the walked path. Pointing towards the origin We also showed a strong eVect of the pre-cuing map on the performance of pointing towards the origin, which can be
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characterized as follows. We observed a qualitative shift in the pointing errors produced by subjects along the paths (see Fig. 5). Near the beginning of each path, subjects pointed towards the origin with great accuracy, and the precuing map did not seem to inXuence their performance, suggesting that a path integration strategy was employed in order to perform the task. However, at the end of each path, subjects made large errors in pointing towards the origin, possibly due to the accumulation of successive errors along the path. Results in the “no map” condition show that kinesthetic cues could be suYcient to allow pointing eYciently. Therefore, we conclude that in this condition, the large errors observed when pointing towards the origin must be induced by the map presentation. Indeed, they had no feedback on their pointing accuracy and thus had no means of recalibrating their heading reference along the path. If we compute the errors that an ideal subject would produce by following exactly the wrong map representation (map-based pointing errors plotted in Fig. 5), these expected map errors correspond approximately to the errors produced by subjects that were measured with respect to this condition. This suggests that, after a while, when subjects no longer felt conWdent about their updating performance, they started relying on the presented map in order to point towards the origin more accurately. Indeed, when
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distances were short or only a few turns had to be integrated, subjects could easily have followed a spatial updating strategy based on the continuous updating of a homing vector (e.g., Amorim et al. 1997; for a review, see Burgess 2006). Instead, when this spatial updating mechanism no longer became reliable, subjects might have relied on spatial inference processes (see Klatzky et al. 1990; Loomis et al. 1993). This strategy implies that subjects performed a computation on a global representation (visual in this experiment) in order to locate their current position. The computations required by this strategy correspond to geometrical inferences based on the encoded spatial conWguration, which results in the knowledge of egocentric speciWc localization of features around subjects. It allows them to perform any kind of spatial inference, such as pointings towards speciWc objects encountered along the path, or the path origin (homing task). Spatial updating is generally seen as an automatic process, which does not require such higher-level controlled geometrical inferences, as described above. During debrieWng, subjects told us that when the task became too hard, they did use the spatial inference strategy based on the visual representation of the path learned with the map. They then calculated the angle in order to point towards the origin from their current physical location, which guided their pointings. A shift from these two distinct strategies (spatial updating vs. spatial inference) was observed more speciWcally for the narrowed map condition. As both strategies seem to have been used in the pointing towards origin task, it would be very interesting to know whether both representations and their associated strategies were maintained during the whole task, or if they were used sequentially. The angular distortion on the pre-cuing map for the narrowed condition was always larger than that of the extended map condition (see “Introduction” of the discussion). If we assume that subjects relied on maps in order to point, they would have had to integrate a smaller error in the extended map condition. This diVerence in the amount of error to be integrated could account for the observed diVerences in error between the extended and narrowed map conditions in Fig. 5, because, as we have explained, the change of strategy appeared when too great an error had to be integrated. To summarize this section, we suggest that pointing towards the origin is a process of spatial inference based on a “visual” allocentric map-like representation when the spatial updating strategy relying on kinesthetic information is no longer reliable. Pointing towards the previous landmark We did not observe any inXuence of pre-cuing maps on the accuracy of pointings towards previous landmarks. This suggests that subjects performed the task without relying on
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the prior map knowledge, and instead relied solely on kinesthetic information. As previously stated, this suggests that a spatial updating strategy was used in order to update a vector pointing towards the previous landmark. In this task, subjects did not rely on two diVerent strategies, as was the case in pointings towards the origin, showing that they were able to cognitively update a vector towards their previous position quite accurately. In fact, they only had to integrate one angle and two translations for each pointing, which is not prone to the cumulative integration errors occurring after several turns when updating the origin. This triangular completion task has been extensively studied (see for instance Loomis et al. 1993; Klatzky 1999; Avraamides et al. 2004), and has been shown that humans can perform, to a certain extent, this updating task in complete darkness, as long as they are provided with particular cues. Klatzky et al. (1998) showed that subjects were able to update correctly their heading when they physically experienced turns with regards to conditions without physical turns. Since in our experiment, during the pointing sessions subjects were walking along the path, the physical rotations were available for the updating mechanism. This could explain the good performance observed. On the other hand, Philbeck et al. (2001) showed that a visual preview of the path prior to navigation facilitates path integration. Since in our experiment, subjects were shown a prior map, this Wnding could contribute to the level of performance. Nevertheless, since in half of the trials the map shown was wrong, and still no inXuence was found, it is likely that the good performance is due mainly to the contribution of physical motion to the updating. The interesting Wnding is that pre-cuing maps did not have any inXuence on the performance, which shows that, for such a simple integration task, they did not rely on spatial inferences from a mental representation of the path. Free locomotor reproduction Subjects were quite accurate in the locomotor reproduction of the traveled path (see Fig. 6). Only a small but constant underestimation of the turning angles across conditions was observed, suggesting that the pre-cuing map, even in the conditions presenting strong conXicts, did not inXuence subjects’ performance. This Wnding cannot be explained by the subjects not having remembered the presented map, because a large majority of them drew sketches of the precuing map instead of the traveled path. We think that the subjects performed the locomotor reproduction accurately because they did not consciously perceive diVerences between the presented map and the walked path. A similar unconscious conXict between visual and kinesthetic cues was also found by Lambrey et al. (2002) in a conXict experiment in which subjects had to
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reproduce physically or with a drawing the shape and the angle of the presented corridor. During the learning phase, the visual information was diVerent (multiplied by a gain) from the kinesthetic input induced by rotations of the subject’s body. These results suggest that the locomotor pattern in the path reproduction task was generated by a kinesthetic memory, without any inXuence of an allocentric “map-like” representation.



General discussion The diVerence in the inXuence of pre-cuing maps on the diVerent tasks suggests that the path may have been encoded sequentially in two diVerent ways: kinesthetically (by walking) and visually (by learning the map). These two types of memory seem to be independent because the presented map aVected diVerently the drawing and the pointings towards the origin on the one hand, and the pointings towards the previous landmark and the locomotor reproduction task on the other hand. The visual information derived from the map and the kinesthetic information derived from the walking path was used separately by two diVerent strategies, even if a task could rely on both strategies. Adamovich et al. (1998) showed that human ability to point in space towards learned targets relies on diverse sensory information. In that study, subjects could learn position in space with diverse sensory cues (visual or kinesthetic), and they were then asked to point towards the remembered position. The authors showed that subjects could use either visual or kinesthetic information to achieve comparable Wnal accuracy. This shows that performance is not inXuenced by the learning context. Pre-cuing maps seemed to aVect diVerently the various tasks in our study (drawing, pointing, locomotor reproduction). Neither pointing towards the last landmark nor locomotor reproduction of the path was aVected by the map presentation, whereas other processes such as drawing the path or pointing towards the origin were highly aVected. Since the studied spatial tasks were diVerently aVected by the prior knowledge, they undoubtedly rely on diVerent brain processes and representations. For the pointing tasks, our results indicate that three diVerent strategies might be used according to their reliability in diVerent contexts. These strategies relied either on the kinesthetic memory of the path (for the locomotor reproduction task), on spatial updating mechanisms (for pointings over short distances; i.e., towards the previous landmark or towards the origin for pointings when the subject was in the Wrst segments of the path) or on spatial inferences performed with a visual mental representation of the path (for long-range pointings; i.e., towards the origin when the subject was near the end of
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the path). The diVerent results between the point-to-origin task and the point-to-landmark task can also be explained by the fact that in the point-to-landmark task, subjects can use only one value to point (see pointing towards the previous landmark discussion). Nevertheless, we can conclude that both a kinesthetic representation of the path and a visual representation of the pre-cuing map have been stored. Thorndyke and Hayes-Roth (1982) proposed that in some tasks (e.g., distance judgments) the performance diVerence between the learning with a map and the learning by free exploration can be resolved by a longer learning. In our experiment, subjects had a rather short exposure to the path (only one learning round before the pointing round). However, we also believe that these two learning conditions provide diVerent information that can be exploited for diVerent speciWc tasks. These Wndings are consistent with the literature on context-dependent navigation strategies. Indeed, the selection of processes according to the context was also reported by Lambrey et al. (2002) and Salinas (2004). Our results suggest that several processes exist, and function with diVerent representations (or information sources), and that each representation is stored independently of the others. This conclusion is in line with recent models in spatial cognition (as well as with an older model by Easton and Sholl 1995) that propose multiple systems of spatial memory (e.g., Mou et al. 2004; Waller and Hodgson 2006; Avraamides and Kelly 2008; Kelly et al. 2008; Mou et al. 2008). According to this model, the human navigation system comprises two subsystems: on the one hand, the egocentric subsystem represents spatial relations between the observer and the object. This subsystem, which works for short time needs, is engaged to control locomotion. This corresponds to the system used in our task to point towards the previous landmark and to do the locomotor reproduction. The “environmental” subsystem represents the enduring features of environments. The particularity of this subsystem is that it can be used for long-term tasks, and codes for intrinsic reference directions of objects. Mou et al. (2004) and Easton and Sholl (1995) claim that this subsystem is diVerent from an allocentric system. To test further this hypothesis, we can imagine the same task involving a delay between the learning phase and the test phase. If we ask subjects to reproduce in a locomotor manner the shapes they learned, this model predicts that subjects will reproduce the map shape instead of the physical shape. Two such classical tasks as drawing the path and locomotor reproduction are sometimes used interchangeably to test spatial memory (Daniel et al. 2006). Here, we have demonstrated once again (see Gaunet et al. 2001; Lambrey et al. 2002) that these two tasks do not require the same processes or representations and could be independent. We suggest that drawing sketches, as in our study, requires a
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“visual imagery” process that relies on stored visual information. By contrast, the locomotion task is not based on a “visual imagery” process, but on a “motor imagery” process, a simulation with the physical motor command (for a review, see Annett 1995). The generation of locomotor patterns in order to reproduce a learned path presupposes the mental simulation or the real walk of the trajectory for the preparation, and not a simple visual representation of the path. To detect conXicts, we usually have to compare the kinesthetic input with the simulation produced by the eVerent copy. For instance, Steenhuis and Goodale (1988) proposed that the visual Xow of the environment should be correlated with the input Xow of kinesthetic feedback from locomotion. The visual input can then correct the action to reach a target. If the coupling between those inputs is changed (in the case of a conXict), performance is inXuenced (Rieser et al. 1980, 1990). In our experiment we changed the gain between the visual angles presented in the pre-cuing maps and the kinesthetic input when walking along paths, yet subjects were not aware of this diVerence. A possible explanation for this could be the delay between the presentation of the map and the path the subjects traveled in our experiment (see Thomson 1986).



Conclusion Our Wndings provide further evidence in support of the notion that spatial memory is composed of several strategyspeciWc representations, which are used according to the context. In the context we have described, using a single spatial representation even with several strategies was not suYcient to perform all spatial tasks well. We found that these representations are to some extent independent, as shown by the various eVects of the pre-cuing map used. Indeed, no inXuence was observed from one representation to another. For most of the studied spatial tasks, subjects used a single representation with its associated strategy in order to accomplish a speciWc task. The only exception was for pointings towards the origin, where subjects used two diVerent strategies, switching from one to another based on the reliability of each underlying representation. Once again we found that human navigation combines several strategies relying on diVerent representations. Acknowledgments The authors wish to thank Halim Hicheur, France Maloumian and Guillaume Thibault for their technical help and/or comments on this manuscript. The authors thank Marios Avraamides and two anonymous reviewer for the helpful comments on this manuscript. This study was supported by CNES (France). Matthieu Lafon is in receipt of a 3-year EDF R&D grant and a ‘CIFRE’ grant from the French Government for his doctoral research.
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